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First Grade

Rhythm and Meter Pitch and Melody Texture and
Harmony

Timbre and
Expression

Form and Style Instrument Skills Movement Skills

Review steady beat and
beat or no beat

Review rhythm on
words

Review rhythm or beat

Review reading rhythm
and beat using iconic
notation

Identify sounds as short
or long

Introduce quarter note
and quarter rest

Read and write rhythmic
patterns using standard
notation

Introduce eighth notes

Vocal exploration

Pitch exploration

Low/high sounds

Up/down moving
sounds

Review melodic
contour with graphic
notation

Pitch matching

Singing diatonic songs

Read and write
melodic patterns on a
two line staff

Introduce solfege as
“our music language
words”

Introduce so and mi
simultaneously
Introduce la

Rhythm in unison

Rhythm and steady
beat
simultaneously
(two-part)

Introduce ostinato

Beat and rhythm
with one ostinato
simultaneously

Unison singing

Review four voices

Review audiation

Identify unpitched
percussion by sight
and sound

Identify violin and
flute by sight and
sound

Label barred
instruments by name

Review fast and slow

Review loud and soft

Label loud as forte
and soft as piano

Identify musical
patterns as the
same or different

Introduce repeat
sign

Review AB and ABA
form

Label introductions

Perform unpitched
percussion on the
rhythm of words while
accompanied by the
beat

Perform unpitched and
pitched instruments on
word cues

Improvise on barred
instruments

Perform ostinatos on
unpitched percussion
to accompany steady
beat, rhythmic speeds,
or a song

Perform a chordal
drone on the steady
beat as accompaniment

Perform so-mi and
so-mi-la on barred
instruments

Levels: high, middle, low

Direction: forward,
backward, sideways

Pathways: straight,
curved, zig-zag

Rhythm: steady beat
pattern, accents

Body parts: neck, wrists,
elbows, fingers, spine,
ankles, heels, toes

Relationships: front,
back, left, right

Expand stationary and
traveling vocabulary

Formations: circles,
lines, free space

Play simple singing
games


